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The chapter or appendix that you have
downloaded from the Internet is part of a
larger book writing project.

Although copyrighted through the U.S.
Library of Congress, the author
welcomes your sharing this material. If
you quote or cite this text, please
provide a web link or reference to:
www.WindowView.org.

As a draft, this project is open to your
comment and suggestions. Tell us what you
think about what you’ve read.

The author can be reached by e-mail at:
response@windowview.org
 
 
 
 

Note, technological and political developments,
among other topics, have undergone recent
change and made stunning advancements that
are yet to be captured here. For example, when
this book project was started, the Internet was in
its infancy. The rapid advances in the global
communications systems alone is worthy of note
in the Creator’s Window. So, in some places you
may fill in certain logical gaps as you read by
simply thinking of and integrating your
understanding of current events.

The purpose of the Creator's Window
fits within the larger scope of
WindowView.org.  To better
understand how all this fits within the
window's holistic view, we encourage a
visit  to the WindowView web site.
Moreover, an outline for the entire
writing project, of which this document
is only one part, can be best appreciated
by reading the outline for the Creator's
Window at the web site.  Please reserve
your assessment of this presentation
until you examine the outline for its
larger context.

WindowView.org is a thought
resource that  entertains a larger
perspective based on Origins (as
related through scientific evidence and a
look at the Scriptures that identify a
beginning to our universe), to current
Global Changes (which you are familiar
from reading the nightly news), Time
Lines (based on science, human history
in general, and biblical projections), and
finally the role of a specific People
Group that has been an intended
messenger... one group that is meant
to shine a light on the path ahead of
all humanity.  Sounds like a tall tale?
Well, you are living today with all the
evidence that is used here... come
see how it looks through the
Window's View!

Look, discern, then decide for
yourself what it all means to you
personally!

Thank you for downloading this work.
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II -- A WALK IN THE WOODS

Some days I step beyond the window’s glass, to breathe pine-scented air,

walk the woodland paths, and explore what comes during a day’s trek.  When

outside, my thoughts range far beyond my immediate environs.  Other

sojourners I encounter receive a friendly greeting, a smile, and some eccentric

discourse on the wonders of our time.  The chance stranger is likely to hear me

speak of the incredible nature of life’s cellular mechanics or of the expanding

Universe and the eventual demise of life on Earth in an ever cooling cosmos.

Admittedly, some details are flashes of deep thought or abstractions requiring

explanation.  The well adjusted traveler usually thinks me curious and then

fades into the distance with a strained smile.

The best moments come when I meet a parent with child.  Invariably,

children ask the most probing questions.  They lack inhibition, exhibit an

honest fascination atop genuine curiosity, and think much more freely than

older folks.  Only a child has the luxury of intellect that considers implications

and relationships between our present existence and the truly unknown.

Perhaps humans are all born eccentric and later falter when resorting to

common logic.  I enter the child-like state, from time to time, to keep my

thinking flexible.  Might you free your mind in this way to review the world

about you?  What can one learn today from a walk in these woods?

Years ago—when I was a graduate student—I encountered the

enlightenment of a most serendipitous professor.  He always seeks what is to

be seen, describes what our language can, and expresses concern for all life

from a botanical view—for that is his window on the world.  Each semester,

the professor would lead herds of students into the depths of a local forest.

Invariably the moment comes when he instructs everyone to sit.  “Don’t move”
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he would say, “just sit straight down... where ever you are, just sit.”  There,

the ground is covered by a depth of leaf litter, branches, mold, mosses,

liverworts, small flowering plants, and trunks of towering trees.  If you stood

over moss, you sat on moss; if over natural mulch, you sat in damp

decomposing humic materials; and in the moments to follow, the professor

conducted a tour of the top several inches of the forest floor.

This exercise illustrates how life depends on a thin veneer—a mere cosmic

film—of organic materials over the surface of our terrestrial globe.  Digging

into the surface mulch or into the top layers of soil elicits total excitement in

the presence of the professor’s exuberant narration.  Most archaeologists sweep

away the surface litter as inconsequential debris.  Yet this is the stuff—life’s

foundation—from which civilization first arose.  People are not free of these

substances, human lives are inextricably part of all the forces that create and

maintain this vital soil.  These organic materials dress the Earth for present and

future life.  As soon as the professor asks us to stop and look, everyone is

confronted by the personal importance of this woodland’s elements—the

damp, musty, materials so easily forgotten in the din of daily life.

How frail and thin is the forest I see from my window?  I think human

perceptions are typically stilted by a narrow sense of proportions.  Standing in

the depths of this woodland offers a sense of security.  Drawing away from

this view, I see that the depth of fertile soils varies from feet to inches, the

forest floor litter is thinner still, and most dramatically the depth of the

atmosphere separating us from the vacuum of space is nothing more than the

thickness of paper when compared to the dimensions of the average classroom

globe.  Our sense of self importance is dwarfed when examined on a cosmic

scale.  How secure are you?  How fragile is life?  I see a miracle but call it
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home.  Humans live by a thread of cosmic life support.  If water, food, fuel,

and clean air are diminished, the fibers fray and life risks experiencing an

incredible crisis—but by what evidence and might we see this happen soon?

For this reason scientists advocate a sustainable future.  But in the presence of

change, with loss of habitats and species, the prospects of maintaining all life

forms reveals a deceptive myth within the proposals.  A problem arises when

scientists watch species go extinct.  Can anyone achieve sustainability in their

absence?  Some of the professor’s picture of forest life and vital global

connections then fade away.  How does he continue teaching when the

examples are gone?

Now I am viewing the condition of the forest near my family’s summer

home.  To the casual observer this forest seems the same as ever.  But I know

this is not so, change continually creeps in and my eyes uncover many signs of

silent events before me.

From time to time, I step off the common way to make an exploration in

the woods.  Typically, I see a thick mat of leafy litter around the base of the tall

oaks and maples—elsewhere brown needles carpet the pine studded forest.  In

protected hollows or along hillsides, the litter holds moisture and promotes

healthy decomposition.  The soil crawls with activity and is obviously nutrient

rich.  Microbes digesting fallen leaves release nutrients to the underlying tree

roots which undergo cycles of growth and seasonal dormancy.  If kept apart

from external influences, all native forests fit this simple description.  My

woodland is the North’s temperate cousin to a mature rain forest in the South.  

Unfortunately, I see negative signs of human influence.  One portion of my

trail parallels a relatively new highway.  Long ago, a rough dirt road only

conveyed logging trucks and their crews.  Improvements to the road brought
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sportsmen, family campers, and eventually new settlers.  The increasing

volume of traffic was next greeted with a hard asphalt surface.  The woods

adjoining the highway are part of a valley that extends to towns and cities

further west.  I notice the most dramatic changes near the road where the leaf

litter is thinner and the soils are drier and lighter in color.  Acidity from rain

infuses itself into the vegetation, leaf litter, and soil below causing nutrients to

leach from these substrates robbing the tall hardwood and softwood species of

a normal supply.

As I walk on, I encounter old logging roads cutting into the hillsides.

Today, they serve as fire lanes and passageways for the weekenders’ off-road

vehicles.  I often wish outsiders were as infrequent as summer hail storms.  But

four-wheel drive and knobby tires keep cutting into the earth starting gullies

and ruts.  The initial logging activities, with tractor treads and truck tires, did

their share of damage decades ago.  In some places, mosses, ferns, and small

shrubs recapture the roads, but where new tread digs in, there is a release—a

festering wound, a deep erosion—of soil soon lost to pelting rain and the local

stream.  

Clear cut sections, without a single tree remaining, reveal past logging

activity.  These sections start at the ridge line and sweep an expansive path to

the valley floor below.  The cut is too regular to look natural, but some

clearing adds to habitat diversity.  Loggers clearing this place, leaving

neighboring stands untouched, seem to do a service similar to natural fires that

occasionally visit healthy forests.  But, nature and humanity differ.  Fire

consumes trees yet releases nutrients for new plant growth.  The inferno’s heat

opens pine cones dispersing seeds and the burn makes way for grasses and

flowers needing full sun.  This process is uniquely dissimilar to the logger’s
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harvest.  Further, if numerous sectors are cut through an area, natural habitats

are separated and limited by fragmentation.  This threatens hundreds of species

requiring continuous, undisturbed, habitats for survival.2  In some places

logging produces meadows serving as grazing land for deer and stalking

grounds for hawks.  Human activities at times parallel the greater scheme of

things.  After all, they are not strangers to the planet.  However, human

activity now brings historically unprecedented change!

The most troubling signs for local change may be difficult to see.  It’s not

what I see, but what is missing that is important.  My walks frequently lead to

a local beaver dam.  But where are the builders?  How can anyone account for

this evacuated habitation?  Are there other signs of change in this stream?  Has

the water’s quality or flow changed over time?

I recently read salamanders and other amphibians now exhibit a global

decline.3  I must walk the stream bed for several miles—away from the

highway—before I encounter a single salamander.  Toads and frogs, once

plentiful along this water course, are now less obvious.  A county wildlife

agent tells me the exact cause of their disappearance is unknown.  Perhaps

humanity’s influence degrades their habitat in unseen ways.  Pesticides, heavy

metals, greater susceptibility to disease, or even intolerance to increased

ultraviolet light (UV) are possible causes.  A recent scientific journal reports

                                    
2  C. Bright,  “Who’s Running America’s Forests?”  Wildlife Conservation  May-June 1992,

pages 62-67.  Here fragmentation means: sections or parcels are isolated, detached, or

separated by open space between tracts of native growth.

3  J.H. Pechmann et al.,  “Declining amphibian populations: The problem of separating human

impacts from natural fluctuations,”  Science 253 (1991), pages 892-895;  L. Lohmeier,

“Vanishing Amphibian Crisis,”  Wildlife Conservation  November-December 1990,  pages 20,

21.
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mercury levels are increasing in streams and lakes in North America.4  In my

locality, the level of this heavy metal is now nearly 400% greater since Mr.

Thoreau’s time.  Could this contribute to the salamanders’ decline?  The agent

said studies are underway to examine the effect of increased UV on amphibian

eggs which, each spring, are found in shallow water.  I now imagine ozone

holes pass overhead to bombard sensitive frog eggs with periodic episodes of

increased UV.5  Amphibian disappearances and related mysteries may go

unexplained to a point where many species fade away without explanation.

Again, my woodland observations only reveal changes in an altered habitat.

Knowledge of a cause for species loss is insufficient to reverse their

disappearance.

My woodland neighbor also notices changes spanning the decades.  His

family’s cabin, built nearly two hundred years ago, is the closest structure to

my woodland habitation.  I marvel at his descriptions of his father’s and

grandfather’s stories of wild turkey, beaver, otters, bear, mountain cats, moose,

and other creatures that are no longer found here.

In my summer library I find family journals telling of the past.  My great

grandfather, Claus, a prolific writer, recorded many observations of local

natural history.  I love his accounts of passenger pigeons that long ago moved

through this area.  By the hundreds of thousands they blanketed the sky

darkening the noon day Sun.  These birds once outnumbered all other

                                    
4   E. B. Swain et al.,  “Increasing rates of atmospheric mercury deposition in mid-continental

North America,”  Science  257 (1992),  pages 784-787.

5  The absence of upper-atmosphere ozone allows the Sun’s UV rays to easily penetrate the

depths of the atmosphere—significantly raising the amount of UV exposure at the Earth’s

surface.
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populations of this continent’s avian species.  Claus wrote of one episode

when men and rifles came to our land from every direction as the pigeons

roosted here.  Scores of pigeons—like fixed targets—sat in each tree.  The

noise of round after round, fired directly into their company, failed to scare the

birds.  About each tree, women and children collected the dead birds.  Some I

suspect were eaten, but Claus writes too many were killed for reasonable

purposes.  The sport of hunting a stationary prey seems a contradiction—a

total waste.  But you or I would know nothing of these birds today.  Only the

images by Audubon remind me these creatures were a royal blue with a soft

rusty-orange underside.  But their color and number, that previously spread

wing over this land, exist no more.  They are gone—forever.  Indeed, have you

ever heard of the passenger pigeons?6

As I walk, I remember life’s abundance continually dwindles because

humans hardly miss the unseen.  I cite examples that apply to my locality.

Take a long look around because change may come in other ways where you

live.  Timelines for every place on the Earth demonstrate change from the

distant past to recent generations.  My woodland, the place you call home,

and the globe’s entire environmental system all cling to one and the same

space rock.  On a cosmic scale, the Universe seems indifferent to change here.

During a human life, not much changes day to day, but century to

century—more recently decade to decade—the Earth’s picture varies like a fast

action film.  This humble view provides many sobering revelations.  Most

                                    
6  Scenario adapted from: John James Audubon.  “Passenger Pigeons,”  In: Sunshine and

Smoke  ed.  David D. Anderson  (New York: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1971), pages 167-173.

The last Passenger Pigeon, Martha, died at the Cincinnati Zoo on September 14, 1914.
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important of all, the evidence is not what you find, but what one searches to

find—bears to salamanders—indeed, what will be missing tomorrow?


